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when you speak in indonesian, you say certain sounds. these sounds
make up the major differences in the language. each sound has its

own meaning and sounds that can be used with it in order to make a
good word. if you do not know what sounds and words exist in the
language, you will be left with a language that sounds rather dull.

another area that must be learned in order to be a good indonesian
speaker is vocabulary. the indonesian language is very rich with

words and it is almost impossible to learn them all. many of the more
common words are taught in school, but even these words have many
different meanings, adding to the many different words needed to be

learned in order to be a good indonesian speaker. most language
learning books tell you to read lots of different books, but with

indonesianpod101 you can learn the language in just a few weeks,
thanks to everything you have already learned about the language,

you will almost certainly be able to learn the language faster than you
might think! another easy way to learn the language is to use

indonesianpod101 in combination with the internet. this is also a very
efficient way to learn the language, simply because you can use your
indonesianpod101 as a dictionary while you are using the internet!
when you are searching the internet, you can find web pages, use

forums, read articles, social media, etc. you can do all of these things
without having to speak the language. in addition, some websites will

have a language function that will convert your web pages into
indonesian language, which gives you even more of an advantage.
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